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SANCTITY OF HUMAN LIFE NETWORK, Inc.
Committed Christians Working to End the Abortion Holocaust
PROJECT TRUTH TEAM TRAVELING TO SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA TO SHOW THE
TRUTH ON PUBLIC SIDEWALKS, BOARDWALKS AND BEACHES
Exposing evil in our culture has
historically meant that those exposing it
take their posters, pictures, pamphlets,
presence and public speech to those
places where their messages are not
welcome. Those with the courage and
discipline to do this, not only are usually
unwelcome but often are seen and
depicted as a disturbance to the status
quo of unresponsiveness to the declared
injustice. Today this injustice is the
slaughter of pre-born children.
Our Northern CA team of 9 will head
south this week and no doubt will shake
up a lot of the populace who they will
engage on the streets of Hollywood
Blvd and the crowded merriment on the
boardwalks at Santa Monica, Venice,
Huntington and Laguna Beaches. The team will use our large pop up humanity displays which we use on the college
campuses. Prior to hitting the streets our team will attend the two day Fearless Faith Conference at Visalia, CA featuring
Christian author and apologist Frank Turek, who penned the superb book, “I Don’t Have Enough Faith to be an Atheist.”
Unfortunately I (Bud) will not be on this tour. I would sure love to visit the streets and beaches of my former life as an
Orange Co. Deputy Sheriff when in fact that county actually grew oranges.

From Bud’s Heart: WHAT?

PROJECT TRUTH WILL SHOW THE
TRUTH ON PUBLIC SIDEWALKS? YES

We understand that there are many good people in the prolife battle who disagree with us. It
is their sincere belief that displaying the images in public places turns people away, rather than
gathering them to, our mutual goal of ending legal abortion in America. Although we can and
do use non-biblical arguments for displaying the images, Project Truth from the beginning has been and is
unapologetically a Christian work. As such we believe and we always strive to allow our actions and tactics to
be led by the Holy Spirit (John 16:13). The following passages by the Apostle Paul is of primary importance to
us:
“Take no part in the worthless deeds of evil and darkness; instead, expose them. But their evil
intentions will be exposed when the light shines on them, “(Eph. 5:11 & 13 NLT)

Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary

Expose: 1. To set forth; to set out to public view; to exhibit; to show; to display; as, to expose goods for sale; to
expose pictures to public inspection. 3. To deprive of concealment; to discover; to lay open to public inspection, or
bring to public notice, as a thing that shuns publicity, something criminal, shameful, or the like; as, to expose the faults
of a neighbor.
Most of us agree without hesitation that abortion or the shedding of innocent blood is indeed an evil de ed of darkness.
Of course there are those who desire to keep the truth of this evil deed in the dark, among them most liberals, liberal
media of every sort, Planned Parenthood and the abortion providers across America. If in fact liberal social media,
press, television and radio, would give the same exposure to the victims of child killing in the womb which it rightly
affords to the victims of hate crimes, perhaps the public and the church would be sufficiently motivated to bring public
pressure, moving the U.S. Supreme Court to reverse itself. The Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to our Constitution
would protect all human life as it once did.
PASTOR JOHN ENSOR in his one of a kind book, “INNOCENT BLOOD…Challenging the Powers of Death”
says: “Where we are not fighting for life, we are making peace with death. Where we are not pained by the death of the
innocent, we are growing hard-hearted to the Holy Will of God. Feel the pain and prepare for the fight!” (p.53)
PASTOR JOHN PIPER REFLECTS: “Abortion is one of the darkest works of the human race –it is child
sacrifice. And the only way it can survive is for darkness to survive. Wherever the light of tr uth and love
comes, darkness flies away. Therefore it is one of the great callings of the followers of Jesus to let their light
shine in both ways: to do good deeds and to expose darkness. http://www.desiringgod.org/messages/thedarkness-of-abortion-and-the-light-of-truth
But Bud, “What about the many women and men who will be emotionally ‘triggered’ by the images? I do not
for a moment deny that many will be. Project Truth meets some of these people on the campus. Our response:
offer kindness, understanding, and yes, very often healing prayer to those who consent. True healing comes
when those suffering from PAS realize and experience the healing blood shed at Calvary for their sin.
Thankfully, America’s Christians have several thousand Pregnancy Resource Centers to provide healing and
restoration to those defiled by an abortion decision.
But Bud, “What about the kids who see the images?” My experience, having seen hundreds of small children
passing by our displays, is that none seem disturbed or other than curious. Kids are not reacting negatively
until they see mom or dad begin to yell and swear .
Summing up friends, I strongly believe the terrible evil of abortion must be exposed to all, and presented with
Christian grace and compassion. Legal abortion will not end in America until we are sufficiently awake and
decide that God has given us a better way to go. CHOOSE LIFE (Deut. 30:19)
__________________________________________________________________________

VAN UPDATE: THANKS TO ALL! Contributors among you gave an amount of almost
$6,000.00 toward the Ford van we want to purchase for the ministry. Our donor
matching up to $5000.00 has blessed us immensely. Next time we will be publishing
mfre information.
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